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Intrinsic optical signals constitute a noninvasive biomarker promising the objective assessment of retinal photore-
ceptor function.We employed a commercial optical coherence tomography (OCT) systemand anOCT signalmodel
for evaluation of optical path length (OPL) changes in the temporal outer retina of five healthy subjects during light
adaptation. Data were acquired at 30 time points, in ambient light and during long duration stimulation with white
light, and analyzed, employing a signal model based on the sum of seven Gaussian curves corresponding to all rele-
vant anatomical structures of the outer retina. During light stimulation, mean OPL between rod outer segment tips
(ROST) and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) decreased by 21.4 ± 3.5%. Further, OPL between the external-
limiting membrane (ELM) and the RPE decreased by 5.2 ± 0.9% versus baseline, while OPL between ELM and
ROST showed an initial decrease by 2.1± 1.6% versus baseline and, thereafter, increased by 2.8± 2.1% versus base-
line. Thus, the presented approach allowed for assess to dynamic changes in the outer retina in response to light.
The change in the subretinal space occurring in the context of light adaptation could be measured using a standard
OCT platform and a dedicated signal model.
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Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a con-
tactless imaging technique that has revolutionized
ophthalmic diagnosis and has become invaluable
for clinical practice. It provides cross-sectional
and volumetric image data of the retina and, in
addition to these structural parameters, allows for
noninvasive assessment of functional parameters in
vivo, using information about amplitude and phase
of back-reflected and back-scattered light.1

Optophysiology comprises tools and technolo-
gies that, based on optical methods, such as OCT,
measure stimulus-evoked changes of optical prop-
erties in living tissue.2–4 In the retina, these stimuli
are mainly generated by the illumination with
visible light. The evoked changes, called intrinsic
optical signals (IOS), can serve as an indicator of
the state of the photoreceptor function, making
them a promising biomarker for early detection of
retinal diseases.2,5
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Recently, increased interest has led to various
studies6,7 reporting on morphological changes
in the outer retina after light stimulation, which
present themselves as alterations in the OCT signal
amplitude8,9 or in the optical path length10 (OPL)
between different boundaries in cross-sectional
OCT images. Light stimulation protocols and
imaging approaches differ between studies and
two major findings that are seemingly contra-
dictory have been postulated. While, on the one
hand, an increase in the OPL of photoreceptor
outer segments (PROS) after light stimulation has
been reported in several human11–14 and animal
studies,15,16 others found an OPL decrease between
inner segment/outer segment (IS/OS) junction and
retinal pigment epithelium (RPE).5,17
The definition of landmarks for measuring reti-

nal changes in response to light stimulation remains
challenging, because the detectability of structures
is highly variable between scans, platforms, loca-
tion in the retina, angle of the beam to the retina,
and patients. Anatomically, the PROS are limited
inwardly by the IS/OS junction and outwardly by
the PROS tips.18 The external-limiting membrane
(ELM), a reflective band revealed in OCT and
formed by adherent junctions where the Müller
cell’s apical processes attach to the photoreceptor
IS and to each other,19 is often used as an inner
reference for measuring outer retinal structures
as well.20,21 Using the RPE signal as a landmark
for the outer PROS limit poses a certain difficulty:
The RPE as an adjacent structure is not part of the
photoreceptor itself and, therefore, the distance
between their boundaries cannot be assumed to
remain constant during light stimulation.
An effect of light stimulation on the hydration

of the subretinal space, the space between the
PROS themselves and between PROS and RPE,
has already been reported in animals and in in
vitro experiments.16,22–26 In addition, DeLint et al.
found reflectance changes in the human fovea, but
not in the periphery, in response to light stimuli,
which they deduced to stem from changes in the
refractive index between the disks of the cone OS
and the subretinal space.27 In our previous study in
healthy humans, we showed that the OPL between
ROST and RPE changes after light stimulation—
most likely due to an adjustment in the subretinal
space.17 The study protocol included measure-
ments in the temporal retina of healthy volunteers,

thus targeting mostly rod photoreceptor cells. This
differentiation is of particular importance, since,
depending on the location on the ocular fundus,
rods and cones are present in varying proportions
and therefore contribute differently to the PROS
signal. This arises from their different morpholog-
ical and physiological properties: since the cone
photoreceptors are shorter than the rods, the ROST
are closer to the RPE, while the cone outer seg-
ment tips (COST) appear to lie closer to the IS/OS
junction.28 Depending on the incidence angle of
the probe beam and the resolution of the imaging
system, ROST and COST can be visualized as two
distinct reflective layers in the peripheral retina.12
Measuring light-related changes in the peripheral
outer retina is especially interesting in the context of
diabetic retinopathy or age-related macular degen-
eration (AMD). In the former, a dysregulation of the
light adaptation-related subretinal space hydration
has been shown using OCT in mice,29 while in the
latter, pathological lipid deposition was reported
not only to occur between RPE and choroid (Cho),
but also in the subretinal space.30 Rod photore-
ceptors are the first to be affected in AMD,31 and
it has been proposed that their impaired dark
adaptation might be one of the first signs that can
be used as a biomarker for disease onset.30,32 To
our knowledge, there are only few studies report-
ing on the assessment of rod OS changes during
light and dark adaptation with OCT in the human
retina.12,13,17
In the current study, we aimed to refine the

analysis for the detection and tracking of position
changes of outer retinal layers, particularly ROST
and RPE, employing our long duration stimulation
protocol in healthy subjects. The evaluation is
based on modeling the OCT depth profiles by fit-
ting normal distribution curves and observing their
position changes over time. With this approach, we
quantitatively evaluate the decrease in OPL of the
subretinal space in the context of light stimulation
and compare the results to those yielded by our
previously reported approach.

Methods

The analysis of OCT signals was based on a study
at the Center of Medical Physics and Biomedical
Engineering at the Medical University of Vienna
that has previously been reported. The study
was approved by the local ethics board of the
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Figure 1. Slope corrected A-scan averages with OCT signal modeling by summation of seven Gaussian curves of an individual
subject before and after light stimulation. Gray crosses represent the measured data points, and the black line is the summation
of the individual model curves (green, blue, red, and gray lines). (A) Measurement during ambient room light before light stim-
ulation. Two peaks that can be attributed to the ROST and RPE can be clearly distinguished. (B) Measurement during white light
stimulation. The ROST peakmerges with the RPE signal. Its position can be estimated through themodel. ELM, external-limiting
membrane; IS/OS, inner segment/outer segment complex; ROST, rod outer segment tips; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium; CC,
choriocapillaris; Cho, choroid.

Medical University of Vienna and the competent
authorities and was performed in adherence to the
Declaration of Helsinki33 and to the Good Clinical
Practice guidelines. Study participants gave their
written informed consent after explanation of the
rational of the study. Subjects underwent a general
medical examination and standard eye examina-
tion including perimentry before measurements.
To obtain pupil dilation, ensuring that a defined
amount of light impinges onto the retina, the
study eye received one drop of Mydriaticum 0.5%
(AGEPHA Pharma s.r.o., Senec, Slovakia). The
experimental setup and the measurement protocol
have been described in detail previously.17 Briefly,
a commercially available OCT platform (Cirrus
HD-OCT 4000, Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany)

was employed to acquire OCT image data of the
temporal retina of five healthy subjects. The system
operates at a central wavelength of 840 nm and
provides physical axial and lateral resolutions of
approximately 5 and 15 µm, respectively. The
pixel resolution of the OCT depth profile after
zero padding is 0.567 µm/pixel. Fifteen baseline
measurements, each comprising a volumetric data
set with a size of 320 × 300 × 1024 voxels covering
an area of 3.0 × 2.4 mm2 on the temporal retina at
an eccentricity of approximately 14 degrees, were
performed in ambient room light and with a pause
of 1 min between them. On the basis of the work
of Thomas and Lamb34 and considering a pupil
diameter of 7mm and an approximate luminance of
1000 cd/m2 at the walls in the laboratory, a fraction
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Figure 2. Positions of retinal boundaries in the OCT amplitude signal and the OCT signal model and corresponding distances
to the ELM as internal reference.

of 62% of rod photo pigment was bleached under
ambient light conditions. Then, measurements
were repeated after the retina was exposed to a wide
field light stimulus of 35 × 103 cd/m2 luminance.
Before the first measurement, the stimulus was
applied for 5 min, which bleached about 98% of rod
photopigment. For the subsequent 14 times, the
light stimulus was then applied for 1min in between
OCT measurements, leading to a fractional bleach
>99%. The described protocol resulted in 15 mea-
surements during the light stimulation period,
where each OCT measurement took approximately
10 seconds. Lateral stabilization of the acquired
volumetric data set on the intended region of inter-
est was assured by tracking software implemented
in the OCT system and confirmed retrospectively
during image analysis by the monitoring of image
landmarks like small vessels in the en face pro-
jections of the OCT image data set (see Fig. S1,
online only).
For the creation of a single, comprehensive reti-

nal depth profile, all A-scans of one measurement
were registered to the position of the maximum of
the IS/OS junction and averaged (referred to as A-
scan average from this point), as has been described
previously.17,35,36 In Figure 1, example A-scan aver-
ages, represented by the crosses, of one measure-

ment before (Fig. 1A) and one after (Fig. 1B) light
stimulation are depicted. As can be seen, before
light stimulation, two peaks in the ROST/RPE
signal-complex are revealed, representing most
likely the ROST and RPE, respectively. However,
in the A-scan average during the light stimulation
phase, the corresponding reflective bands merge
and only one peak is detectable. In our initial
approach for analysis of the data, the OPL between
the highest peak of the IS/OS junction complex and
the ROST/RPE signal complex at baseline condition
and during light stimulation were determined. In
the current manuscript, we expand the signal anal-
ysis to investigate the contribution of the different
retinal layers and the light-induced OPL change in
between them. In order to determine the position
of the ROST peak hidden in the ROST/RPE signal
complex, a signal model for the A-scan averages,
based on the sum of seven Gaussian curves and
linear slope correction for compensation of the
sensitivity decay of the OCT signal, was developed
in the software Origin (OriginPro, Version 2019b.
OriginLab Cooperation, Northampton, MA), using
the “multiple peak fitting” function and employing
the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm for determi-
nation and optimization of the Gaussian curve
parameters.
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Figure 3. Example cross-sectional image of the peripheral temporal retina provided by the OCT platform used in this study.
ELM, external-limiting membrane; IS/OS junction complex, inner segment/outer segment junction complex; ROST, rod outer
segment tips; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium.

In this OCT signalmodel, the IS/OS junction and
the ROST/RPE signal complex are represented by
three (IS/OS1, IS/OS2, and IS/OS3) and two curves
respectively, while the signal arising from the chori-
ocapillaris (CC) and the Cho can be modeled by
one curve each. Contrary to our initial approach,
using the maximum of the IS/OS junction complex
as reference, the new model employs the ELM as
robust inner reference for comparison of other peak
positions before and after light stimulation. In Fig-
ure 2, the position of the different boundaries in the
outer retina both in the OCT intensity signal and
in the introduced signal model and their respective
distances to each other are depicted.
To investigate alterations in the modeled aver-

aged A-scan related to the measurement position
at the ocular fundus, in two subjects, additional
volumetric OCT data at five locations with dis-
tances of 0, 3.5, 7, 10.5, and 14 degrees from the
macula were acquired. These measurements were
only performed in ambient room light.
OPLs in the Results section are given as dAB ,

where A and B indicate the corresponding layers
and d the distance between them. Relative OPL
changes are given as �dAB , with A and B, again,
indicating the outer retinal layers and �d the
change of the distance with respect to the average
of all baseline measurements (t = –14…0), in the
following referred to as “baseline.”

Statistical analysis
Statistical tests were performed in SPSS (IBM SPSS
Statistic 26.0). The mean OPL before and during
the light stimulation period were compared using a
paired t-test and the Bonferroni method was used
to adjust for multiple testing. The intraclass cor-

relation coefficient (ICC) was calculated using all
measurements in a two-way, mixed alpha model of
absolute agreement. A P-value of 0.05 was consid-
ered the level of significance. For the average time
courses of all subjects, due to the small sample size,
only a qualitative and quantitative analysis without
testing for statistical significance is presented.

Results

The measurement data of five healthy subjects
(three women and two men) with a mean age
of 28 ± 2 years were included in the analysis. In
Figure 3, an example cross-sectional OCT image
of the peripheral retina, depicting the outer retinal
layers assessed in the current study, is shown.
In order to test the precision of the peak detection

using the signal model based on Gaussian curves,
position values of the highest peak in the A-scan
average, which represents the RPE (initial approach
from previous report),17 were compared with the
corresponding position of that layer in the signal
model. For all subjects, the mean positions of the
RPE peak position (RPEpeak) and the RPE position
in the signal models (RPEgauss) of 30 measurements
deviated by a mean of 0.22 ± 1.10 µm. The ICC
for single measures was 0.977 and for average
measures 0.988 (both P< 0.001), showing excellent
agreement of the RPE position in both approaches.

ROST to RPE
On the basis of the signal model, peaks representing
the ROST and RPE could be assessed at each time
point before (baseline, t = –14…0) and during
the light stimulation period (t = 1…15). Example
A-scan averages of both a baseline measurement
and a measurement during the stimulation period
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Figure 4. Relative distance change between the peaks attributed to ROST and RPE. The purple curve represents the average of all
subjects, while the values of single subjects and measurements are given as symbols. Each subject curve is offset so that the mean
value of the baseline (t = −14 min…0 min) corresponds to 0%. The time axis represents the measurement time relative to the
stimulation onset. The stimulation period started directly after the last measurement in ambient room light. Linear interpolation
was performed between measurement time points.

are depicted in Figure 1. The OPL between the two
peaks decreased distinctly in all five subjects during
the light stimulation period (Fig. 4). At baseline,
the average dRPE−G

ROST−G for all subjects was 11.6 ± 0.2
µm, while the distance reached a minimum of 9.3
± 1.2 µm after a cumulative stimulation time of
15 min, which corresponds to a maximum relative
decrease of 21.4 ± 3.5%. The mean value of the
absolute individual subjects’ minima was 8.5 ± 0.7
µm, corresponding to a decrease of 26 ± 5%.
The mean standard deviation of the baseline was

3%. The highest deviations between individual sub-
jects’ measurements were found directly after the
first 5 min-light stimulation, leading to a standard
deviation of 12.5% at this time point.

ELM to RPE
The averageOPL dELMRPE−G over all subjects at baseline
in ambient light was 75.2 ± 2.2 µm. After a cumu-
lative light stimulation time of 9 min, this distance
decreased by 5.2± 0.9% to a value of 71.3± 1.9µm
(Fig. 5E). The relative intrasubject standard devia-
tion of the baseline averaged over all subjects was
0.5%. The average value �dELMRPE−Gof individual sub-
jects’ maximum change was 4.0 ± 0.6 µm, corre-
sponding to a relative OPL decrease of 5.3 ± 0.8%.
To compare these numberswith our previously pub-
lished approach based on the IS/OS as reference,17

the relative changeswere recalculated using theOPL
of the IS/OS complex maximum (instead of the
ELM position) to the RPE peak position, that is,
dIS/OS−P
RPE−G . In the manuscript at hand, after 9 min of

cumulative light stimulation, the average dIS/OS−P
RPE−G

decreased by 5.9 ± 1.3 µm, which corresponds to
a relative change of 12.0 ± 2.4% and thus is in
good agreement with our previous data. The aver-
age maximum change occurring at slightly different
time points in individual subjects was 6.0± 1.1 µm
(12.2 ± 2.1%). The relative intrasubject standard
deviation of the baseline averaged over all subjects
was 0.8%. Using our signalmodel, we found that the
three peaks constituting the IS/OS junction undergo
individual position changes after light stimulation
(Fig. 5A–C). Beyond 9 min of cumulative light
stimulation, the dELMRPE−G revealed a slow increase
approaching the baseline value again. A similar time
course was observed for the signals of CC and the
Cho (Fig. 5F and G). Intrasubject comparisons of
the two different methods for estimation of the
boundary positions in the OCT signal of the outer
retina during light stimulation are given in Table 1.

ELM to ROST
On the basis of the signal model with Gaussian
curves, the average baseline OPL dELMROST−G over all
subjects was measured to be 63.6 ± 1.6 µm. After
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Figure 5. OPL changes �dELMB relative to the baseline value for the fitted Gaussian peaks attributed to IS/OS junction complex
(three peaks), ROST, RPE, CC, and choroid. The average of all subjects is given as a line, while the values of single subjects are given
as symbols. (A–C) Rather inhomogeneous changes in �dELMIS/OS−G of the peaks of the IS/OS junction modeling could be observed
after light stimulation. The mean of the distance-to-ELM change of the second peak of the IS/OS junction (B) showed the biggest
relative change compared with baseline. The time axis represents the measurement time relative to the stimulation onset. The
stimulation period started directly after the lastmeasurement in ambient room light. Linear interpolationwas performed between
measurement time points.
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Table 1. Comparison of the OPL changes between
different retinal boundaries after light exposure as
determined by the two different methods for position
detection

Subj.

Max. abs. OPL
change versus
baseline (µm)

Time to
max. OPL
change
(min)

Mean abs.
OPL change

versus baseline
(µm)

1 �dELMRPE−G 4.2 9 2.2∗∗

�dELMRPE−P 4.5 8 2.4∗∗

�dIS/OS−P
RPE−P 6.0 8 4.7∗∗

2 �dELMRPE−G 3.5 10 2.6∗∗

�dELMRPE−P 2.7 7 2.2∗∗

�dIS/OS−P
RPE−P 3.6 9 3.0∗∗

3 �dELMRPE−G 2.7 9 1.4∗

�dELMRPE−P 2.3 8 1.0∗∗

�dIS/OS−P
RPE−P 4.0 9 2.8∗∗

4 �dELMRPE−G 3.9 10 2.2∗∗

�dELMRPE−P 3.3 10 2.0∗

�dIS/OS−P
RPE−P 5.1 10 3.7∗∗

5 �dELMRPE−G 3.4 9 1.1∗

�dELMRPE−P 2.9 10 1.0∗

�dIS/OS−P
RPE−P 6.6 10 4.7∗∗

∗P < 0.05. ∗∗P < 0.001.
Note: For easier comparison, the values of the peak-position-
approach (“RPE-P”) are given for both inner references, the ELM
and themaximumof the IS/OS junction complex. Themaximum
absolute OPL change is the difference between the mean of the
baseline measurements and the measurement in the light stim-
ulation period with the largest difference from this mean. The
mean absolute OPL change indicates the difference between the
mean of the baseline measurements and the mean of the light
stimulation period measurements. The P values correspond to a
paired t-test and are Bonferroni-corrected to adjust for multiple
testing.

a cumulative light exposure of 9 min, an average
decrease �dELMROST−G by 2.1 ± 1.6% to a mean OPL
of 62.3± 2.1µmwas observed (Fig. 5D). The mean
of the individual subjects’ maximum decrease 1.6
± 0.8 µm or 2.6 ± 1.4%. Thereafter, the average
dELMROST−G increased above baseline to a mean value
of 64.7 ± 1.0 µm, which corresponded to an aver-
age increase in �dELMROST−G of 2.8 ± 2.1%. This was
reached after a cumulative light stimulation time
of 15 minutes. Here, the mean of the individual
subjects’ maximum change versus baseline was
3.7 ± 1.2% or 2.3 ± 0.7 µm. The mean standard
deviation of the baseline was 0.6%.

The relative changes before and during the light
stimulation period of all peaks of the Gaussian
model referenced to the ELM are shown in Fig-
ure 5. Qualitative comparison of the time courses
reveals similar trends for the position changes of
IS/OS1-G and IS/OS2-G and for IS/OS3-G and
RPE-G, respectively. While the first two layers show
a decreasing OPL with respect to the ELM during
light stimulation, the latter pair, during the same
time period, exhibits an increase in OPL referred
to the ELM. In order to investigate the origin of the
opposed OPL changes in the three Gaussian peaks
of the IS/OS junction complex, in two subjects,
volumetric OCT data were acquired at retinal
eccentricities of 0, 3.5, 7, 10.5, and 14 degrees. The
averaged A-scans from the different locations of the
ocular fundus are shown in Figure 6 and, in both
subjects, demonstrate the position-related alter-
ation of the signal of the IS/OS junction complex.
For the sake of clarity, only the Gaussian curves
of IS/OS3-G are shown and reveal an increase
in dELMIS/OS3−Gwith decreasing retinal eccentricity,
the magnitude of which exceeds that of the OPL
changes in the other modeled boundaries in the
OCT signal. All OPL as assessed from the averaged
A-scans are given in Table S1 (online only).

Discussion

The present signal model for the A-scan average,
that is, the average OCT depth profile of a region of
interest in the peripheral temporal retina, allowed
for tracking the position of the peaks attributed to
the boundaries of the outer retinal layers during
baseline conditions and stimulation of the retina
with white light, extracting quantitative parameters
of IOS. Particularly the position of the ROST signal,
which could not be identified during all time points
of the stimulation period in our previous approach
on the basis of the detection of the signal peak,
could now be determined throughout the mea-
surements. A similar approach employing signal
deconvolution was recently reported by Zhang
and coworkers for the in vivo measurement of the
diurnal variation in rod OS length in mice.37

The findings obtained by employing the new
approach are in good agreement with the previ-
ous analysis of the data. A decrease in the OPL
between RPE and ROST could be observed in
all subjects, confirming our prior interpretation of
the data and indicating a mechanism involving a
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Figure 6. Position of the IS/OS3 peak at different retinal eccentricities. The averaged A-scans in the upper panel (14 degrees)
correspond to the measurement location employed for the assessment of intrinsic optical signals during white-light stimulation
of the retina, while in the lowest panel (0 degrees), the volumetric OCT scan was centered at the macular region.

volumetric change in the subretinal space. In the
OCT depth profile, the IS/OS junction represents
the inner border of the PROS.18 Therefore, assessing
the OPL between the IS/OS junction complex and
the ROST would provide a direct measurement of

the OS length, allowing both straightforward inter-
pretation of light-induced changes in the OS and
comparability with other studies. However, in our
previous report,17 employing the signal peaks for
measurement of OPL changes in the outer retina,
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such a measurement was only possible in the eye
adapted to ambient light, whereas during light stim-
ulation, a peak related to the ROST could often not
be identified. Since the new signal model allows to
determine the position of ROST also during the
whole stimulation period, illumination of the retina
with white light revealed changes both in the ampli-
tude and, more importantly, also in the depth loca-
tion of the peaks constituting the IS/OS junction
complex. Therefore, the referencing of signals corre-
sponding to other morphological structures to one
of these IS/OS junction peaks was deemed unreli-
able. Instead, the ELMwas used as an internal refer-
ence for the length changes of the outer photorecep-
tor segments. Consequently, since the assessed OPL
encompasses also the photoreceptor IS, in the report
in hand, the position changes of the ROST can only
indirectly be interpreted as OPL changes of the OS.
After an initial decline, an increase in OPL

between ELM and ROST was observed. In compar-
ison to studies observing OS OPL increases with
high time-resolution and using short stimulation
times,11,13 in our experiments, the timeframe lead-
ing to the observed increase in OPL is much longer,
leading to maximum deflections at the 5 and 15
min mark. Studies employing similar measurement
protocols with lower time resolution, but longer
duration, found comparable time courses.5,12 How-
ever, comparison of the quantitative extent of the
observed OPL change with the findings of previous
studies has to be performed with caution. This is
due to the aforementioned fact that in the different
reports, different outer retinal boundaries and the
OPL changes in between them were employed
to characterize changes in the photoreceptor OS
during light stimulation.
When, hypothetically, instead of the ELM, the

second peak of the IS/OS signal complex is used as
the internal reference, a light stimulation-induced
OPL change between this peak and the ROST
position would indicate an elongation of the PROS.
By contrast, when employing the third IS/OS peak
as the reference, the OPL of the PROS would
change much less. Furthermore, measurements
were performed in a peripheral area of the retina
with a high number of rods. This contrasts with
most of the previous studies that focused mainly on
the macula region predominantly comprising cone
photoreceptors. Therefore, and due to differences in
the employed measurement protocols, it is unclear

if the increase observed in the present study and the
increase in OS OPL of other studies are mediated
by the same mechanism.
An interesting finding is the parallel position

shift of several of the observed boundaries (Fig. 5).
As expected, the first and second Gaussian peaks
composing the IS/OS junction complex shift almost
in parallel; however, the OPL between them seems
to decrease. The third peak’s course is similar to that
of the ROST. In order to investigate the origin of the
peaks constituting the IS/OS junction complex, vol-
umetric OCT data were acquired at different retinal
eccentricities between the peripheral retina, that is,
the region employed for the assessment of IOS in
the current study, and the macular region. Analysis
of the averaged A-scans revealed an increase of the
OPL between ELM and IS/OS3 with decreasing
eccentricity. The magnitude of this increase was
larger than that of the change of the other modeled
boundaries. In the averaged signal profiles, the
IS/OS3 signal migrated in the direction of ROST
and RPE the closer the measurement area was to
the macula. The most likely explanation could
be that this IS/OS3 peak is not part of the rods
IS/OS junction, but represents the COST. Several
investigators have reported that cone OS length is
greatest in the fovea and decreases with increasing
retinal eccentricities,18,38,39 which is consistent with
our results where the OPL dIS/OS1−G

IS/OS3−G is largest in the
macula, and decreases to the periphery (see Table
S1, online only). Since the OS appears to have a
constant volume independent of the location at the
ocular fundus, the elongation of the foveal cones
has been suggested to be linked to the increased
packing of the photoreceptors in this region.39,40
Another finding that supports the hypothesis that
the third peak of the IS/OS junction complex corre-
sponds to the COST concerns the signal strength of
the individual peaks. The relatively small amplitude
of the average peak in our peripheral region of
interest for IOS measurement can be indicative
for an only low number of cones, while, at smaller
eccentricities, an increase of this amplitude, caused
by the increase in cone density, can be observed.
These observations also help to explain the changes
in the IS/OS junction complex during light stimu-
lation, since the cone photoreceptors and its outer
segment tips, which are constituting part of the sig-
nal complex, are strongly affected by the impinging
white light and induce anOPL change of their signal
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with respect to the ELM. This also speaks in favor
of employing the ELM as an external reference,
whose signal itself is not affected by the stimulus.
Movement of rod OS due to light stimulus, as in

transient retinal phototropism, has been postulated
in other studies41 and is another interesting obser-
vation to be taken into account when interpreting
the light-induced changes in the signal complexes.
A change of angle of the rod OS with respect to
the RPE, such as bending or erecting, would also
correspond to a decrease or increase in distance of
the ROST layer to the IS/OS or ELM layer and the
volume of the subretinal space.
The present study has some limitations that are

worth mentioning. Because of the small sample size
of five subjects, no statistical test for assessment
of the statistical significance of the measured OPL
changes was performed. Since we aimed to employ
new measurement and data analysis protocols for
the assessment of a potential new biomarker, the
influence of the intervention on this parameter
was not known a priori. Therefore, the current
experiments were designed as a pilot study in an
effort to evaluate both the stimulation protocol and
different postprocessing steps for assessment of
light-induced changes in retinal morphology. The
new approach enabled the evaluation of particular
changes in the different OCT signal complexes in
the outer retina that were not revealed by the previ-
ous approach, which used only the signal maximum
of the corresponding signal complex. On the basis
of the obtained data and its characteristics, future
studies investigating IOS in healthy subjects, for
example, investigating local or diurnal variations,
or patients suffering from retinal diseases impairing
the photoreceptor function, can be planned.
In conclusion, the presented model of the OCT

signal of the outer retina provided additional infor-
mation about the measured IOS in averaged OCT
A-scans and could further characterize the reaction
to long light stimuli of the peripheral retina. The
simplified assessment method that combines a
dedicated imaging protocol and signal model for
data obtained with a commercially available OCT
platform could be easily implemented in clinical
routine examinations. The quantitative assessment
of changes in subretinal space makes the approach
ideally suited for both follow-up measurements in
individual subjects and intersubject comparison.
Application in a larger group of subjects should be

performed to investigate the precision and repro-
ducibility of the technique. Alternative protocols as
well asmeasurement locations in the retina could be
used to further elucidate the affiliation of the bound-
aries to certain cells or cell parts and related light
adaptation processes within the retina. Here, the
measured IOS could ultimately serve as biomarkers
for the investigation of the health of the outer retina.
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Figure S1. Optical coherence tomography en face
projections of the measurement series for evalua-
tion of intrinsic optical signals in the outer retina
(A) under baseline condition and (B) during stimu-
lation with white light. Landmarks like small retinal
vessels and their bifurcation are visualized particu-
larly in the upper part of the images. On the basis
of the image features, the lateral stabilization of the
OCT data acquisition in the retinal region of inter-
est was confirmed. Scale bars represent 1 mm.

Table S1. Optical path length (OPL) in the outer
retina at different retinal eccentricities. Path lengths
are assessed on the basis of the signalmodel employ-
ing seven Gaussian curves for representation of the
different boundaries revealed in the averaged A-
scan. Rows “−14deg” show the path length changes
in comparison to a retinal eccentricity of 14 degrees,
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